
 
 

TO:  Michigan School Business Officials 

FROM: Jerry Johnson, Assistant Superintendent for Legislation and Education Policy 

RE:  Legislative Update 

DATE:  September 18, 2020 
 
 

BUDGET AND REVENUE ESTIMATES 
 

The Consensus Revenue Estimating Conference (CREC) held on August 24 provided some 
positive news to turn around the dire projections that were presented in May.  The Executive 
Summary is attached for your information and some additional pieces of information are 
included below to help shape the conclusions reached in August about how much revenue 
can be expected for the new fiscal year. 
 
Of course, the COVID-19 Pandemic impact is the most significant factor to have adjusted the 
projections originally established in January.  Since the beginning of the pandemic, there 
have been 22 million payroll jobs lost in the United States.  About 9.5 million of those have 
been regained.  Retail sales and food services have bounced back, but a deeper look within 
that piece of data shows that food service has lagged in its recovery.  That means retail sales 
have been very strong.  The federal response in recovery and response funding has made a 
significant impact on retail sales via unemployment benefits.  Without that, the economic 
results would be far worse.  This factor affirms why unemployment benefits (and their 
continuation) are so important to the overall GDP. 
 
Nationally, more than $500 billion was infused in personal income support during the second 
quarter of the year.  Early estimates suggest that 50-75% of that support went into 
consumption purchases.  The economists suggest that continuation of income support is still 
needed and they assumed $350/week in Unemployment Insurance (UI) benefit through the 
remainder of 2020, and $175/week in the first quarter of 2021.  They anticipate another round 
of stimulus checks, as well.  Further, economists acknowledge that state and local 
governments will continue to face large budget holes.  They project $150 billion in general aid 
to states and $100 billion for schools within Fiscal Year 2021. 
 
In April, the United States lost 1 in 8 jobs.  In Michigan, the impact was more pronounced with 
1 in 4 jobs being lost.  On average, between April and July, Michigan employment was down 
17%, with 743,000 jobs lost.  The economists project it will take several years before payroll 
jobs, overall employment, and personal income are back to the levels before the downturn 
caused by COVID. 
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Revenue is looking much better than in May as summer collections have been positive.  Tax 
streams have remained somewhat stable.  Withholding tax collections over the last 4 months 
has grown compared to last year.  Sales taxes were down, but not as much as predicted in 
May.  Earnings from employment have dropped and sales and use tax collections have 
rebounded better than employment earnings.  Withholding has continued to be strong, due in 
large part to the collections from unemployment payments.  The economists warn, however, 
there still needs to be significant caution looking forward. 
 
So why is there such a difference between the May estimates and those from the recent 
CREC?  The key fiscal agency members suggest the May economic forecast was essentially 
on target, but the projected FY2020 state revenue forecasts were significantly too low 
because of a few factors.  First, the delayed payments for individual and corporate income 
taxes came in stronger than anticipated.  This accounts for $200 million.  Next, manufacturing 
and automotive production recovered more rapidly than expected in May.  Third, the impact 
of the CARES Act on state revenue was underestimated.  Finally, spending on taxable goods 
has been higher than expected.  The consumer reaction to the pandemic actually increased 
collections, including shifts from nontaxable services and increases from remote sellers and 
marketplaces. 
 
Again, the impact of federal funding was huge!  Three programs added nearly $43.3 billion to 
the Michigan economy during the second quarter of Fiscal Year 2020.  This equals about 
8.5% of annual state personal income or $4,350 per capita.  First, the Paycheck Protection 
Program resulted in nearly $16 billion that has been loaned to Michigan businesses.  Next, 
the Economic Impact Payments have totaled $8.3 billion that has been paid to Michigan 
residents.  Finally, the Pandemic Unemployment Insurance Compensation totaled $19 billion 
in benefits, of which $13.4 billion was federally funded.  The eligibility for these benefits was 
expanded to include many previously ineligible individuals.  Unemployment payments, in 
particular, made up a significant portion of total withholding tax collections in the past four 
months, accounting for 18.0% in May.  Historically, the highest level on record was 2.7% in 
February of 2010. 
  
The results of the CREC increased Fiscal Year 2020 by a total of $2.3 billion from the May 
estimates.  This is still a decline of 2.7% from the prior year overall, with a loss of $819 million 
in General Fund and a slight increase of $162 million in School Aid.  For Fiscal Year 2021, 
the overall total was revised upward by $579 million.  The General Fund improved from the 
May estimate by $257 million and School Aid improved by $321 million.  Still, even with these 
improved estimates, Fiscal Year 2021 revenue is $973 million less than the prior year.  Of 
that shortfall, $760 million is General Fund and $213 is School Aid.  Fiscal Year 2022 is 
anticipated to grow upward by a total of $1.4 billion from the prior year with $856 million in 
General Fund growth and $551 million in School Aid. 
 
So, what does this mean as the Governor and Legislature negotiate a budget for the 2020-
2021 Fiscal Year?  Well, it was originally believed that without support from the Federal 
Government, the proposed gap in revenue for Fiscal Year 2020-2021 was expected to be 
about $3.2 billion.  Based on the recent revenue estimates, the gap doesn’t look nearly as 
bad.  Now, having completed one of the key events in the budget development process, 
discussions will now proceed in earnest to meet the fiscal year end on September 30, 2020. 
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COVID-19 RETURN TO LEARN PLAN 
 

HB5911 – Virtual Course Requirements 

 Section 15 excludes the requirements from application to “pandemic learning.” 
o “The requirements under this section concerning virtual courses do not 

apply to virtual courses offered as part of pandemic learning.  As used in this 
subsection, “pandemic learning” means a mode of pupil instruction provided 
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.” 

o Waives EDPs and Parent Permission Form. 
 
HB5912 – Pupil Count 

 A district superintendent shall submit and certify with CEPI for 2020-2021 the 
number of pupils engaged in pandemic learning for Fall 2020 or Spring 2021 
(options beyond regular daily attendance). 

 A district shall ensure that one (1) two-way interaction occurs between a pupil 
enrolled and the pupil’s teacher, or at least one of the pupil’s teachers during each 
month of the school year for at least 75% of the pupils enrolled, or have state aid 
reduction. 

 Defines two-way interaction as a communication that occurs between a pupil and 
the pupil’s teacher where one-party initiates communication and a response from 
the other party follows that communication, and that is relevant to course progress 
or course content for at least one of the courses the pupil is enrolled.  Responses 
must be to the communication initiated by the teacher, and not some other action 
taken.  The communication may occur through any of the following means: 

o Electronic mail 
o Telephone 
o Instant messaging or text 
o Face-to-face conversation 

 For the 2020-2021 school year, the minimum number of hours and days of pupil 
instruction requirement is waived for all districts.  However, for the 2020-2021 
districts shall (at a minimum) provide pupil instruction at school, at a different 
location, in person, online, digitally, by other remote means, in a synchronous or 
asynchronous format, or through any combination therein that results in an amount 
of hours and days necessary to deliver the educational or course content that 
would have been delivered in 180 days and 1,098 hours in a non-pandemic school 
year. 

 
HB5913 – Pandemic Learning Plan / MKEO / Benchmark Assessments 

 Define 2020-2021 pupil membership as a formula that is 75% based on 2019-2020 
blended membership count and 25% based on the 2020-2021 blended 
membership count. 

o 0.75 X [.90 x fall 2019 plus .10 x spring 2019], plus 
o 0.25 X [.90 x fall 2020 plus .10 x spring 2020] 

 Defines that a district is considered to be in session when the district is providing 
pupil instruction pursuant to an extended COVID-19 learning plan. 

 Pupils engaged in pandemic learning for Fall 2020 means pupils in grades K to 12 
who are enrolled in a district or ISD where the following apply: 
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o Not learning sequentially and any of the following occurs for each course 
 Pupil attends a live lesson from at least one of the pupil’s teachers on 

count day 
 Pupil logs into an online or virtual lesson or lesson activity on count 

day and the login can be documented by the district or ISD. 
 Pupil and at least one of the pupil’s teachers engage in a subject-

oriented telephone conversation on count day. 
 District or ISD documents that an e-mail dialogue occurred between 

the pupil and at least one of the pupil’s teachers on count day. 
o Learning sequentially where any of the following occurs for each course 

 Pupil attends a virtual course where synchronous, live instruction 
occurs with at least one of the pupil’s teachers on count day and 
attendance is documented by the district or ISD. 

 Pupil completes a course assignment on count day and the 
completion is documented by the district or ISD. 

 Pupil completes a course lesson or activity on count day that is 
documented by the district or ISD. 

 The pupil accesses an ongoing lesson that is not a login on count day 
and the access is documented by the district or ISD  

o At a minimum, one two-way interaction has occurred between the pupil and 
at least one of the pupil’s teachers during the week of count day and for 
each of the subsequent three weeks.  Two-way interaction is defined (SAME 
AS ABOVE). 

o The pupil has not participated in or completed an activity as described 
above, the pupil was not excused, but the pupil participates in or completes 
an activity during the 10 consecutive school days immediately following 
count day. 

o The pupil has not participated in or completed an activity as described 
above, the pupil was not excused, but the pupil participates in or completes 
an activity during the 30 calendar days immediately following count day. 

o The pupil meets the criteria of pupils in grades K to 12 actually enrolled and 
in regular daily attendance. 

 
Extended COVID-19 Learning Plan 

 In order to receive state aid a district must provide instruction under an Extended 
COVID-19 learning plan that has been approved by an ISD.  It is intended that 
plans provide districts with maximum flexibility.  Required for face-to-face 
instruction, as well. 

 A plan must include 
o A statement of why an extended COVID-19 learning plan is necessary to 

increase pupil engagement and achievement for the 2020-2021 school year. 
o Educational goals expected to be achieved for the school year.  Must be 

established by September 15, 2020. 
o Plan must specify which goals are to achieved by middle of school year and 

which are to be achieved by the end of the year.  All of the following apply to 
the goals: 
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 Include increased pupil achievement or growth that can be measured 
with benchmark assessment in the aggregate and for all subgroups of 
pupils. 

 The goals must include an assurance that the district will select a 
benchmarking assessment that is aligned to state standards and the 
district shall administer the benchmark to all pupils to determine 
whether pupils are making meaningful progress. 

 The goals must be measurable through a benchmark assessment. 
o Description of how instruction will be delivered during the year.  Instruction 

may be delivered at school, at a different location, in person, online, digitally, 
by other remote means, in a synchronous or asynchronous format, or 
through any combination. 

o If changes in plan occur, it must be re-confirmed.  Thirty days (30) after 
approval and every 30 days thereafter, a board must re-confirm how 
instruction is going to be delivered.  Public comment must be solicited during 
a public meeting. 

o A description of how instruction for core areas will expose each pupil to the 
academic standards that apply for each pupil’s grade level or courses the 
same as if in-person instruction, and a description of how pupils progress 
toward mastery. 

o If virtually, an assurance and description of how pupils will be provided with 
equitable access to technology and the internet necessary to participate in 
instruction.  This does not prohibit a district from providing instruction from 
nonvirtual educational materials. 

o A description of how the district will ensure that students with disabilities will 
be provided with equitable access to instruction accommodation in 
accordance with state and federal laws, rules and regulations. 

o A requirement that the district, in consultation with a local health department, 
as that term is defined in section 115 of the public health code, 
MCL333.1105, and district employees, develop districtwide guidelines 
concerning appropriate methods for delivering pupil instruction for the 2020-
2021 school year that are based on local data that are based on key metric.  
However, regardless of the guidelines developed under this subdivision, a 
determination concerning the method for delivering pupil instruction remains 
with the district.  As used in this subdivision, “key metrics” means, at a 
minimum, all of the following:  

 The trend of the COVID-19 cases or positive COVID-19 tests, 
hospitalizations due to COVID-19, and the number of deaths resulting 
from COVID-19 over a 14-day period. 

 COVID-19 cases for each day for every 1million individuals. 
 The percentage of positive COVID-19 tests over a 4-week period. 
 Health care capacity strength. 
 Testing, tracing, and containment infrastructure with regard to 

COVID-19. 
o A provision that, if the district determines it is safe for in-person instruction, 

the district shall prioritize K-5 instruction. 
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o A provision that the district shall ensure that two (2) 2-way interactions occur 
between a pupil and at least one of the pupil’s teachers during each week of 
the school year for at least 75% of pupils enrolled in the district.  A district 
may utilize 2-way interactions toward meeting requirements. 

o A district shall publicly announce its weekly interaction rates under at each 
re-confirmation by the board and make that information available under the 
transparency reporting section of a districts website. 

o A district that provides instruction under COVID-19 learning plan shall 
submit the plan to the intermediate district no later than October 1, 2020.  
The ISD shall approve the plan submitted for approval if it includes all of the 
required elements.  The ISD shall then submit plans to the state 
superintendent and the state treasurer. 

o An approved COVID-19 learning plan must be accessible through a district’s 
website in the transparency reporting link by October 1, 2020. 

 Both of the following apply to a district that is providing instruction under a COVID-
19 learning plan: 

o The district shall create a report concerning progress made in meeting 
educational goals by the middle of the year and provide it by February 1, 
2021 and make it accessible on the district’s website in the transparency 
reporting section. 

o The district shall create a report concerning progress made in meeting 
educational goals by the end of the year and provide it by the last day of the 
2020-2021 school year and make it accessible on the district’s website in 
the transparency reporting section. 

 
Kindergarten Readiness 

 Funding will not be allocated for 2020-2021 for the MKEO and it will be suspended 
for the school year. 

 
Benchmark Assessments 

 Within the first 9 weeks of the school year the district shall administer one or more 
benchmark assessments to all pupils in grades K-8. 

 By the last day of the school year, the district shall administer one or more 
benchmark assessments to all pupils in grades K-8. 

 Assessments can either be from the list approved by MDE, or a local assessment.  
The MDE Assessments must meet all of the following: 

o Be one of the most commonly administered benchmark assessments in the 
state. 

o Be aligned to content standards of the state. 
o Complement the state’s summative assessment system 
o Be internet-delivered and include a standards-based assessment using a 

computer-adaptive model to target the instructional level of each pupil. 
o Provide information on pupil achievement with regard to learning content 

required in a given year or grade span. 
o Provide immediate feedback to pupils and teachers. 
o Be nationally normed. 
o Provide multiple measures of growth and provide for multiple testing 

opportunities. 
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 A district may also administer a benchmark assessment in reading for students in 
grades K to 9 that contains progress monitoring tools and enhanced diagnostic 
assessments; OR a benchmark assessment in math for students in grades K to 8 
that contains progress monitoring tools to meet the assessment requirement. 

 It is encouraged that districts implement an assessment like those administered in 
prior years. 

 Not later than June 30, 2021, a district shall send the aggregate district-level data 
from these assessments to the regional hub.  The hub will compile the data and 
send it to CEPI. 

 Not later than August 1, 2021 the MDE and CEPI shall provide a report to the 
governor and senate and house standing education committees that identifies the 
number and percentage behind grade level.  The data may not be used for state 
accountability system. 

 The student-level data shall be provided to each student’s parent within 30 days 
from when the assessment is administered. 

 One of the approved benchmark assessments will be provided at no cost to 
districts.  It must: 

o Be aligned to content standards of the state. 
o Complement the state’s summative assessment system 
o Be internet-delivered and include a standards-based assessment using a 

computer-adaptive model to target the instructional level of each pupil. 
o Provide information on pupil achievement with regard to learning content 

required in a given year or grade span. 
o Provide immediate feedback to pupils and teachers. 
o Be nationally normed. 
o Provide multiple measures of growth and provide for multiple testing 

opportunities 

 It is the intent of the legislature to appropriate funding for a study to assess 
distance-learning programs and how they are operated.  The study will also identify 
best practices and note which distance-learning models were ineffective in 
achieving educational goals. 

 

COVID-19 RETURN TO LEARN IMPLEMENTATION 
 

 Three main pupil accounting components: Membership / Attendance-75% / Accountability 
o Membership: If participation is not met through another method as outlined in the 

pupil accounting manual and new legislation, including the 10/30 day rule allowed 
cyber schools, TOR's or mentors must log one individualized two-way interaction 
for the 4 weeks of count. The four weeks of count include the week of count and 
the three weeks following the count week. A count week is Wednesday - Tuesday. 
This is tied to funding. 

o Attendance: Districts must ensure one two-way interaction occurs between the 
student and one of their TOR's during each month of the school year for at least 
75% of enrolled students. This is tied to funding. 

o Accountability: Districts must ensure two (2) two-way interactions occur between 
the student and one of their TOR's during each week of the school year for at least 
75% of enrolled students. This is a required piece of the extended COL plan. 
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 It is recommended that the two (2) two-way interactions be the measure of what is 
monitored and documented throughout the count period to meet the requirements of the 
legislation. 

o 2-way interaction logs now apply to all students, not just for students in virtual 
learning program. 

o Need to determine which Certified Teacher(s) will be assigned to each student for 
the purposes of completing two-way interactions.  NOTE: Teacher not Mentor. 

o Teacher will be responsible for properly documenting two (2) two-way weekly 
communications with assigned group of students. 

 NO physical daily attendance is required for membership purposes.  Attendance may be 
taken for health/safety reasons. 

 

LEGISLATION ON THE RADAR 
 

HB4288 – Connecting Michigan Communities Act – The bill would create a new act, the 
Connecting Michigan Communities Act, to establish a statewide grant program to expand 
broadband service to unserved areas of Michigan.  The bill is in the House Communications 
and Technology Committee. 
HB4483 – Cursive Handwriting – The bill amends the Revised School Code to require MDE 
to develop or adopt, and make available to public schools, a model program of instruction on 
cursive as a type of penmanship.  The bill passed out of the House and is in the Senate 
Education and Career Readiness Committee. 
HB4926-4930 – Personal Property Tax – The bills make several modifications to the Local 
Community Stabilization Authority Act relative to the replacement of personal property tax.  
The bills modify the calculation for eligible millage cap levied, the distribution of local 
community stabilization share revenue, calculations relating to tax increment financing plans, 
and reporting deadlines and procedures.  The bills have passed out of the House and await a 
vote by the full Senate. 
HB5038 – School Buses – The bill prohibits an individual from entering a school bus without 
the permission of the school bus driver. The bill passed out of Military, Veterans and 
Homeland Security, and was referred to the Judiciary Committee. 
HB5039 – School Buses – The bill enacts sentencing guidelines for crime of entering school 
bus with intent to do bodily harm.  The bill passed out of Military, Veterans and Homeland 
Security, and was referred to the Judiciary Committee. 
HB5040 – School Buses – The bill modifies allowable painting of school buses. The bill 
passed out of Military, Veterans and Homeland Security, and was referred to the Judiciary 
Committee. 
HB5041 – School Buses – The bill allows school bus stop-arm cameras and provides 
penalties for violations.  The bill passed out of Military, Veterans and Homeland Security, and 
was referred to the Judiciary Committee. 
HB5042 – School Buses – The bill allows school bus stop-arm cameras. The bill passed out 
of Military, Veterans and Homeland Security, and was referred to the Judiciary Committee. 
HB5059 – Brownfield Reimbursement – The bill amends the Brownfield Redevelopment 
Financing Act to provide reimbursement to ISDs for revenues captured by a brownfield 
redevelopment authority.  The bill was passed out of the House and is in the Senate. 
HB5482 – Suicide Prevention – The bill requires suicide prevention hotline telephone 
numbers to be included on student identification cards.  The bill was passed by the House 
and awaits a vote by the full Senate. 
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HB5665 – School Board Removal – The bill modifies the process for removing or 
suspending school board or intermediate school board members.  The bill is in the House 
Elections and Ethics Committee. 
HB5778 & HB5779 – Heavy Equipment Taxes – The bills exempt certain heavy equipment 
from the personal property tax and create a flat 2% rental tax.  The bills are in the House Tax 
Policy Committee. 
HB5836 – Language Acquisition – The bill would amend the Revised School Code to 
require the Michigan Department of Education (MDE) to develop and provide resources, 
tools, and assessments for parents and educators to use in assessing and assisting the 
language acquisition and development of children ages 5 or younger who are deaf or hard of 
hearing.  The bill was referred from the House Families, Children, and Seniors Committee to 
the Ways and Means Committee. 
HB6030 – COVID-19 Liability – The bill would create a new act, the COVID-19 Response 
and Reopening Liability Assurance Act, to provide minimum requirements and establish 
standards for certain liability claims alleging COVID-19 exposure and certain product liability 
claims.  The bill is in the House Judiciary Committee. 
HB6031 & HB6101 – COVID-19 Liability – The bills would together add two new sections to 
the Michigan Occupational Safety and Health Act (MIOSHA) to establish conditions for 
immunity from civil liability for an employer whose employee is exposed to COVID-19. The 
bills are in the House Judiciary Committee. 
HB6033-6034 – Sales & Use Tax – The bills would exempt from the sales and use taxes 
personal protective equipment and supplies bought by certain employers for certain specified 
business uses. The exemptions would be retroactive to March 10, 2020, and continue 
through December 31, 2021.  The estimated revenue loss is projected to be $15 to $19 
million, of which 75% goes to School Aid.  The bills are in the House Tax Policy Committee. 
SB1022-1024 – COVID-19 Liability – The bills create a new act, the COVID-19 Response 
and Reopening Liability Assurance Act, and provide similar provisions to HB6030, HB6031, 
and HB6101.  The bills are in the Senate Economic and Small Business Development 
Committee. 
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Table 1
Consensus Economic Forecast

August 2020
Percent Percent Percent Percent

Calendar Change Calendar Change Calendar Change Calendar Change
2019 from Prior 2020 from Prior 2021 from Prior 2022 from Prior

Actual Year Forecast Year Forecast Year Forecast Year

United States
Real Gross Domestic Product $19,092 2.4% $18,080 -5.3% $18,568 2.7% $19,144 3.1%
(Billions of Chained 2012 Dollars)

Implicit Price Deflator GDP 112.3 1.7% 113.2 0.8% 114.2 0.9% 115.8 1.4%
(2012 = 100)

Consumer Price Index 255.657    1.8% 257.806    0.8% 261.805      1.6% 266.993      2.0%
(1982-84 = 100)

Consumer Price Index - Fiscal Year 254.376    1.9% 257.702    1.3% 260.710      1.2% 265.813      2.0%
(1982-84 = 100)

Personal Consumption Deflator 109.7 1.4% 110.5 0.8% 111.6 1.0% 113.2 1.4%
(2012 = 100)

3-month Treasury Bills 2.1            0.4            0.1              0.1              
Interest Rate (percent)

Unemployment Rate - Civilian 3.7 8.9 7.9 6.6
(percent)

Wage and Salary Employment 150.939    1.4% 142.490    -5.6% 145.910      2.4% 150.000      2.8%
(millions)

Housing Starts 1.290 3.2% 1.195 -7.4% 1.110 -7.1% 1.190 7.2%
(millions of starts)

Light Vehicle Sales 17.0 -1.4% 13.7 -19.3% 15.0 9.5% 16.1 7.3%
(millions of units)

Passenger Car Sales 4.7 -10.9% 3.3 -30.1% 3.6 9.1% 3.6 0.0%
(millions of units)

Light Truck Sales 12.2 2.8% 10.4 -15.0% 11.4 9.6% 12.5 9.6%
(millions of units)

Big 3 Share of Light Vehicles 41.0          42.5          41.9            41.6            
(percent)

Michigan
Wage and Salary Employment 4,433 0.3% 4,043 -8.8% 4,196 3.8% 4,251 1.3%
(thousands)

Unemployment Rate 4.1 11.7 9.0 7.7
(percent)

Personal Income $502,540 3.8% $513,596 2.2% $503,324 -2.0% $525,974 4.5%
(millions of dollars)

Real Personal Income $213,604 2.5% $218,257 2.2% $211,622 -3.0% $217,408 2.7%
(millions of 1982-84 dollars)

Wages and Salaries $246,802 2.7% $228,292 -7.5% $244,044 6.9% $256,490 5.1%
(millions of dollars)

Detroit Consumer Price Index 235.267    1.3% 235.317    0.0% 237.841      1.1% 241.929      1.7%
(1982-84 = 100)

Detroit CPI - Fiscal Year 233.840    1.0% 236.193    1.0% 237.147      0.4% 241.117      1.7%
(1982-84 = 100)



Table 2
August 2020 Consensus Forecast

(millions)

Net Revenue Estimates
FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022

Change Change Change
May 2020 Aug 2020 From May 2020 Aug 2020 From May 2020 Aug 2020 From

Consensus Consensus Consensus Consensus Consensus Consensus Consensus Consensus Consensus

Net GF-GP Revenue $9,028.2 $10,296.8 $1,268.6 $9,279.2 $9,536.7 $257.5 $10,149.7 $10,392.5 $242.8
Percent Growth -18.8% -7.4% 2.8% -7.4% 9.4% 9.0%
Dollar Growth ($819.0) ($760.1) $855.8

Net SAF Revenue $12,676.7 $13,714.4 $1,037.7 $13,180.4 $13,501.9 $321.5 $13,920.4 $14,053.5 $133.1
Percent Growth -6.5% 1.2% 4.0% -1.5% 5.6% 4.1%
Dollar Growth $162.0 ($212.5) $551.6

Combined GF-GP/SAF $21,704.9 $24,011.2 $2,306.3 $22,459.6 $23,038.6 $579.0 $24,070.1 $24,446.0 $375.9
Percent Growth -12.0% -2.7% 3.5% -4.1% 7.2% 6.1%
Dollar Growth ($657.0) ($972.6) $1,407.4

Revenue Limit Calculation Long Term Revenue Trend

FY 2023 FY 2024
FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022

Personal Income $460,270 $484,030 $502,540 $513,596 Net GF-GP Revenue $10,430.6 $10,534.2
Ratio 9.49% 9.49% 9.49% 9.49% Growth 0.4% 1.0%
Revenue Limit $43,679.6 $45,934.4 $47,691.0 $48,740.3
Revenue Subject to Limit $34,011.3 $33,773.0 $33,096.2 $34,733.4 Net SAF Revenue $14,422.6 $14,815.1

Growth 2.6% 2.7%
Amount Under (Over) Limit $9,668.3 $12,161.4 $14,594.9 $14,006.9

Combined GF-GP/SAF $24,853.2 $25,349.3
Note: CY 2017 Personal Income is used for the FY 2019 revenue limit calculation, CY 2018 for FY 2020, Growth 1.7% 2.0%
 CY 2019 for FY 2021, and CY 2020 for FY 2022.

Budget Stabilization Fund Calculation School Aid Index
FY 2021 FY 2022

FY 2020 Calculations PAY-OUT ($287.2) Revenue Adjustment Factor 0.9880 1.0057
FY 2021 Calculations NO PAY-IN OR PAY-OUT Pupil Membership Factor 1.0055 1.0052
FY 2022 Calculations PAY-IN $133.5 School Aid Index 0.9934 1.0109
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